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Figure 1: SOMA transforms raw motion capture (mocap) point clouds (black dots) to labeled markers (colored dots). The
cubes in yellow are detected “ghost” points; e.g. spurious reflections, non-body markers, or unidentified points. With labeled
mocap we fit SMPL-X bodies (blue mesh) using MoSh [26, 28].

Abstract
Marker-based optical motion capture (mocap) is the
“gold standard” method for acquiring accurate 3D human
motion in computer vision, medicine, and graphics. The
raw output of these systems are noisy and incomplete 3D
points or short tracklets of points. To be useful, one must
associate these points with corresponding markers on the
captured subject; i.e. “labelling”. Given these labels, one
can then “solve” for the 3D skeleton or body surface mesh.
Commercial auto-labeling tools require a specific calibration procedure at capture time, which is not possible for
archival data. Here we train a novel neural network called
SOMA, which takes raw mocap point clouds with varying
numbers of points, labels them at scale without any calibration data, independent of the capture technology, and requiring only minimal human intervention. Our key insight
is that, while labeling point clouds is highly ambiguous, the
3D body provides strong constraints on the solution that can
be exploited by a learning-based method. To enable learning, we generate massive training sets of simulated noisy
and ground truth mocap markers animated by 3D bodies
from AMASS. SOMA exploits an architecture with stacked
self-attention elements to learn the spatial structure of the
3D body and an optimal transport layer to constrain the
assignment (labeling) problem while rejecting outliers. We
extensively evaluate SOMA both quantitatively and quali-

tatively. SOMA is more accurate and robust than existing
state of the art research methods and can be applied where
commercial systems cannot. We automatically label over 8
hours of archival mocap data across 4 different datasets
captured using various technologies and output SMPL-X
body models. The model and data is released for research
purposes at https://soma.is.tue.mpg.de/.

1. Introduction
Marker-based optical motion capture (mocap) systems
record 2D infrared images of light reflected or emitted by
a set of markers placed at key locations on the surface of
a subject’s body. Subsequently, the mocap systems recover
the precise position of the markers as a sequence of sparse
and unordered points or short tracklets. Powered by years
of commercial development, these systems offer high temporal and spatial accuracy. Richly varied mocap data from
such systems is widely used to train machine learning methods in action recognition, motion synthesis, human motion
modeling, pose estimation, etc. Despite this, the largest existing mocap dataset, AMASS [28], has about 45 hours of
mocap, much smaller than video datasets used in the field.
Mocap data is limited since capturing and processing it
is expensive. Despite its value, there are large amounts of
archival mocap in the world that have never been labeled;
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this is the “dark matter” of mocap. The problem is that, to
solve for the 3D body, the raw mocap point cloud (MPC)
must be “labeled”; that is, the points must be assigned to
physical “marker” locations on the subject’s body. This
is challenging because the MPC is noisy and sparse and
the labeling problem is ambiguous. Existing commercial
tools, e.g. [21, 27], offer partial automation, however none
provide a complete solution to automatically handle variations in marker layout, i.e. number of markers used and
their rough placement on the body, variation in subject body
shape and gender, and variation across capture technologies namely active vs passive markers or brands of system.
These challenges typically preclude cost-effective labeling
of archival data, and add to the cost of new captures by requiring manual cleanup.
Automating the mocap labeling problem has been examined by the research community [14, 16, 19]. Existing
methods focus on fixing the mistakes in already labeled
markers through denoising [8, 19]. Recent work formulates
the problem in a matching framework, directly predicting
the label assignment matrix for a fixed number of markers
in a restricted setup [14]. In short, the existing methods
are limited to a constrained range of motions [14], a single
body shape [8, 16, 19], a certain capture scenario, a special marker layout, or require a subject-specific calibration
sequence [14, 21, 27]. Other methods require high-quality
real mocap marker data for training, effectively prohibiting
their scalability to novel scenarios [8, 14].
To address these shortcomings we take a data-driven approach and train a neural network end-to-end with selfattention components and an optimal transport layer to predict a per-frame constrained inexact matching between mocap points and labels. Having enough “real” data for training is not feasible, therefore we opt for synthetic data.
Given a marker layout, we generate synthetic mocap point
clouds with realistic noise, and then train a layout-specific
network that can cope with realistic variations across a
whole mocap dataset. While previous works have exploited
synthetic data [16, 19], they are limited in terms of body
shapes, motions, marker layouts, and noise sources.
Even with a large synthetic corpus of MPC, labeling a
cloud of sparse 3D points, containing outliers and missing
data, is a highly ambiguous task. The key to the solution lies
in the fact that the points are structured, as is their variation
with articulated pose. Specifically, they are constrained by
the shape and motion of the human body. Given sufficient
training data, our attentional framework learns to exploit local context at different scales. Furthermore, if there were
no noise, the mapping between labels and points would be
one-to-one. We formulate these concepts as a unified training objective enabling end-to-end model training. Specifically, our formulation exploits a transformer architecture
to capture local and global contextual information using

self-attention (Sec. 4.1). By generating synthetic mocap
data with varying body shapes and poses, SOMA implicitly learns the kinematic constraints of the underlying deformable human body (Sec. 4.4). A one-to-one match between 3D points and markers, subject to missing and spurious data, is achieved by a special normalization technique
(Sec. 4.2). To provide a common output framework, consistent with [28], we use MoSh [26, 28] as a post-processing
step to fit SMPL-X [34] to the labeled points; this also
helps deal with missing data caused by occlusion or dropped
markers. The SOMA system is outlined in Fig. 3.
To generate training data, SOMA requires a rough
marker layout that can be obtained by a single labeled
frame, which requires minimal effort. Afterward, virtual
markers are automatically placed on a SMPL-X body and
animated by motions from AMASS [28]. In addition to
common mocap noise models like occlusions [14, 16, 19],
and ghost points [16, 19], we introduce novel terms to vary
maker placement on the body surface and we copy noise
from real marker data in AMASS (Sec. 4.4). We train
SOMA once for each mocap dataset and apart from the one
layout frame, we do not require any labeled real data. After
training, given a noisy MPC frame as input, SOMA predicts
a distribution over labels of each point, including a null label for ghost points.
We evaluate SOMA on several challenging datasets and
find that we outperform the current state of the art numerically while being much more general. Additionally, we
capture new MPC data using a Vicon mocap system and
compare hand-labeled ground-truth to Shōgun and SOMA
output. SOMA performs similarly compared with the commercial system. Finally, we apply the method on archival
mocap datasets: Mixamo [10], DanceDB [4], and a previously unreleased portion of the CMU mocap dataset [11].
In summary, our main contributions are: (1) a novel neural network architecture exploiting self-attention to process
sparse deformable point cloud data; (2) a system that consumes mocap point clouds directly and outputs a distribution over marker labels; (3) a novel synthetic mocap generation pipeline that generalizes to real mocap datasets; (4) a
robust solution that works with archival data, different mocap technologies, poor data quality, and varying subjects
and motions; (5) 220 minutes of processed mocap data in
SMPL-X format, trained models, and code are released for
research purposes.

2. Related Work
Learning to Process MoCap Data was first introduced
by [45] in a limited scenario. More recently, [14] proposes
a learning-based model for mocap labeling that directly predicts permutations of 44 input markers. The number of possible permutations is prohibitive, hence, the authors restrict
them to a limited pool shown to the network during train-
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ing and test time. Moreover, motions are restricted to four
categories: walk, jog, jump and sit. Furthermore, [14] inherently cannot deal with ghost points. We compare directly
with them and find that we are more accurate, while removing the limitations.
Solutions exist that “denoise” the possible incorrect labels of already labeled mocap markers [8, 19]. These approaches normalize the markers to a standard body size, and
rely on fragile heuristics to remove ghost points, and must
first compute the global orientation of the body. Our method
starts one step earlier, with unlabeled point clouds, and outputs a fully labeled sequence, while learning to reject ghost
points and dealing with varied body shapes.
Deep Learning on Point Cloud Data requires a solution
to handle a variable number of unordered points, and a way
to define a notion of “neighborhood”. To address these issues [13, 47] project 3D points into 2D images and [30, 55]
rasterize the point cloud into 3D voxels to enable the use of
traditional convolution operators. Han et al. [16] utilize this
idea for labeling hand MPC data, by projecting them into
multiple 2D depth images. Using these, they train a neural network to predict the 3D location of 19 known markers
on a fixed-shape hand, assigning the label of a marker to
a point closest to it in a disconnected graph matching step.
In contrast, our pipeline directly works with mocap point
clouds and predicts a distribution over labels for each point,
end-to-end, without disconnected stages.
PointNet methods [7, 36] also process the 3D point cloud
directly, while learning local features with permutationinvariant pooling operators. Further non-local networks
[54] and self-attention-based [52] models can attend globally while learning to focus locally on specific regions of
the input. This simple formulation enables learning robust
features on sparse point clouds while being insensitive to
variable numbers of points. SOMA is a novel application
of this idea to mocap data. In Sec. 4.1 we demonstrate
that by stacking multiple self-attention elements, SOMA
can learn rich point features at multiple scales that enable
robust, permutation-invariant, mocap labeling.
Inexact Graph Matching formulates the problem of
finding an assignment between nodes of a model graph to
data nodes, where the former occasionally has fewer elements than the latter. This is an NP-hard problem [1] in
general and challenging for mocap due to occlusions and
spurious data points. Such graph matching problems appear
frequently in computer vision and are addressed either with
engineered costs [5, 25, 49] or learned ones [6, 40]. Ghorbani et al. [14] apply this to mocap using an approximate
solution with Sinkhorn normalization [2, 44] by assuming
that the graph of a mocap frame is isomorphic to the graph
of the labels. We relax this assumption by considering an
inexact match between the labels and points, by opting for
an optimal transport [53] solution.

Body Models, in the form of skeletons, are widely used
to constrain the labeling problem and to solve for body pose
[9, 18, 33, 37, 38, 41, 41]. Recently [24, 46] employ variants of Kalman filtering to estimate constrained configuration of a given body skeleton in real-time but are susceptible to occlusions and ghost points. The most mature
commercial solution to-date is Shōgun [27], which can produce real-time labeling and skeletal solving. While this is
an excellent product, out-of-the-box it works only with a
Vicon-specific marker layout and requires subject-specific
session calibration. Thus it is not a general solution and
cannot be used on most archival mocap data or with customized marker layouts needed in many applications. MoSh
[26, 28], goes beyond simple skeleton models and utilizes a
realistic 3D body surface model learned from a large corpus
of body scans [23, 34, 56]. It takes labeled mocap markers
as well as a rough layout of their placement on the body,
and solves for body parameters and the precise placement of
markers on the body. We employ MoSh for post-processing
auto-labeled mocap across different datasets into a unified
SMPL-X representation.

3. The MoCap Labeling Problem
A mocap point cloud, MPC, is a time sequence with T
frames of 3D points
MPC
Pt

= {P1 , . . . , PT },

(1)
3

= {Pt,1 , . . . , Pt,nt }, Pt,i ∈ R ,

(2)

where |Pt | = nt for each time step t ∈ {1 : T }. We visualize an MPC as a chart in Fig. 2 (top), where each row holds
points reconstructed by the mocap hardware, and each column represents a frame of MPC. Each point is unlabeled but
these can often be locally tracked over short time intervals,
illustrated by the gray bars in the figure. Note that some of
these tracklets may correspond to noise or “ghost points”.
For passive marker systems like Vicon [27], a point that is
occluded typically appears in a new row; i.e. with a new ID.
For active marker systems like PhaseSpace [22], one can
have gaps in the trajectories due to occlusion. The figure
shows both types.
The goal of mocap labeling is to assign each point (or
tracklet) to a corresponding marker label
  \labelSet = \{\labelSingle _1, \dots , \labelSingle _\numMarkers , \mathrm {\nan }\}, 

(3)

in the marker layout as illustrated in Fig. 2 (middle), where
each color is a different label. The set of marker labels include an extra null label for points that are not valid markers, hence |L| = M + 1. These are shown as red in the
figure. Valid point labels and tracklets of them are subject
to several constraints: (Ci ) each point Pt,i can be assigned
to at most one label and vice versa; (Cii ) each point Pt,i can
be assigned to at most one tracklet; (Ciii ) the label null is an
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actual mocap point cloud data is in many poses. Deeper layers focus attention on geodesically near body regions (wrist:
upper and lower arm) or regions that are highly correlated
(left foot: right foot and left knee), indicating that the network has figured out the spatial structure of the body and
correlations between parts even though the observed data
points are non-linearly transformed in Euclidean space by
articulation. In Sup. Mat., we provide further computational
details and demonstrate the self-attention span as a function
of network depth. Also, we present a model-selection experiment to choose the optimum number of layers.

4.2. Constrained Point Labeling

Figure 2: MoCap labeling problem. (top) Raw, unlabeled, MoCap Point Cloud (MPC). Each column represents
a timestamp in a mocap sequence and each cell is a 3D point
or a short tracklet (shown as a gray row). (middle) shows
the MPC after labeling. Colors correspond to different labels in the marker layout. Red corresponds to ghost points
(outliers). The red oblique lines show ghost points wrongly
tracked as actual markers by the mocap system. (bottom)
shows the final result, with the tracklets glued together to
form full trajectories with only valid markers retained. Note
that marker occlusion results in black (missing) sections.
exception that can be matched to more than one point and
can be present in multiple tracklets in each frame.

4. SOMA
4.1. Self-Attention on MoCap Point Clouds
The SOMA system pipline is summarized in Fig. 3. The
input to SOMA is a single frame of sparse, unordered,
points, the cardinality of which varies with each timestamp due to occlusions and ghost points. To process such
data, we exploit multiple layers of self-attention [52], with
a multi-head formulation, concatenated via residual operations [17, 52]. Multiple layers increase the capacity of the
model and enable the network to have a local and a global
view of the point cloud, which helps disambiguate points.
We define self-attention span as the average of attention
weights over random sequences picked from our validation
dataset. Figure 4 visualizes the attention placed on markers
at the first and last self-attention layers; the intensity of the
red color correlates with the amount of attention. Note that
the points are shown on a body in a canonical pose but the

In the final stage of the architecture, SOMA predicts a
non-square score matrix S ∈ Rnt ×M . To satisfy the constraints Ci and Cii , we employ a log-domain, stable implementation of optimal transport [40] described by [35]. The
optimal transport layer depends on iterative Sinkhorn normalization [2, 43, 44], which constrains rows and columns
to sum to 1 for available points and labels. To deal with
missing markers and ghost points, following [40], we introduce dustbins by appending an extra last row and column
to the score matrix. These can be assigned to multiple unmatched points and labels, hence respectively summing to
nt and M . After normalization, we reach the augmented
′
assignment matrix, A ∈ [0, 1](nt +1)×|L| , from which we
drop the appended row, for unmatched labels, yielding the
final normalized assignment matrix A ∈ [0, 1]nt ×|L| .
While Ghorbani et al. [14] use a similar score normalization approach, their method cannot handle unmatched
cases, which is critical to handle real mocap point cloud
data, in its raw form.

4.3. Solving for the Body
Once mocap points are labeled, we “solve” for the articulated body that lies behind the motion. Typical mocap solvers [19, 21, 27] fit a skeletal model to the labeled
markers. Instead, here we fit an entire articulated 3D body
mesh to markers using MoSh [26, 28]. This technique gives
an animated body with a skeletal structure so nothing is
lost over traditional methods while yielding a full 3D body
model, consistent with other recent mocap datasets [28, 48].
Here we fit the SMPL-X body model. which provides forward compatibility for datasets with hands and face captures. For more details on MoSh we refer the reader to the
original paper [26, 28].

4.4. Synthetic MoCap Generation
Human Body Model. To synthetically produce realistic mocap training data with ground truth labels, we leverage a gender-neutral, state of the art statistical body model,
SMPL-X [34], that uses vertex-based linear blend skinning
with learned corrective blend shapes to output the global
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Figure 3: We train SOMA solely with synthetic data, Sec. 4.4. At runtime, SOMA receives an unprocessed 3D sparse mocap
point cloud, Pt , with a varying number of points. These are median centered and passed through the pipeline, consisting of
self-attention layers, Sec. 4.1, and a final normalization to encourage bijective label-point correspondence, Sec. 4.2. The
network outputs labels, Lt , assigned to each point, that correspond to markers in the training marker layout, v, with an
additional null label. Finally, a 3D body is fit to the labeled points using MoSh, Sec. 4.3. The dimensionality of the features
dmodel
are {K, V, Q} ∈ Rnt × h , f0 ∈ Rnt ×dmodel , fk+1 ∈ Rnt ×256 , A ∈ Rnt ×|L| .
position of |V | = 10, 475 vertices:
  \text {\smplx }\left ( \theta _b, \beta , \gamma \right ):\mathbb {R}^{| \theta _b | \times | \beta | \times | \gamma |} \rightarrow \mathbb {R}^{3N}. 

(4)

3(J+1)

Here θb ∈ R
is the axis-angle representation of the
body pose where J = 21 is the number of body joints of an
underlying skeleton in addition to a root joint for global rotation. We use β ∈ R10 and γ ∈ R3 to respectively parameterize body shape and the global translation. Compared
to the original SMPL-X notation, here we discard parameters that control facial expressions, face and hand poses;
i.e. respectively ψ, θf , θh . We build on SMPL-X to enable
extension of SOMA to datasets with face and hand markers but SMPL-X can be converted to SMPL if needed. For
more details we refer the reader to [34].
MoCap Noise Model. Various noise sources can influence mocap data, namely: subject body shape, motion,
marker layout and the exact placement of the markers on
body, occlusions, ghost points, mocap hardware intrinsics,
and more. To learn a robust model, we exploit AMASS [28]
that we refit with a neutral gender SMPL-X body model
and sub-sample to a unified 30 Hz. To be robust to subject
body shape we generate AMASS motions for 3664 bodies
from the CAESAR dataset [39]. Specifically, for training
we take parameters from the following mocap sub-datasets
of AMASS: CMU [11], Transitions [28] and Pose Prior [3].
For validation we use HumanEva [42], ACCAD [12], and
TotalCapture [51].
Given a marker layout of a target dataset, v, as a vector
of length M in which the index corresponds to the maker
label and the entry to a vertex on the SMPL-X body mesh,
together with a vector of marker-body distances d we can
place virtual markers, X ∈ RM ×3 on the body:
X = SMPL-X (θb , β, γ) |v + N|v ⊙ d.
V ×3

(5)

Here N ∈ R
is a matrix of vertex normals and |v picks
the vector of elements (vertices or normals) corresponding
to vertices defined by the marker layout.

With this, we produce a library of mocap frames and corrupt them with various controllable noise sources. Specifically, to generate a noisy layout, we randomly sample a vertex in the 1-ring neighborhood of the original vertex specified by the marker layout, effectively producing a different marker placement, ṽ, for each data point. Instead of
normalizing the global body orientation, common to previous methods [8, 14, 16, 19], we add a random rotation
r ∈ [0, 2π] to the global root orientation of every body
frame to augment this value. Further, we copy the noise
for each label from the real AMASS mocap markers to
help generalize to mocap hardware differences. We create
a database of the differences between the simulated and actual markers of AMASS and draw random samples from
this noise model to add to the synthetic marker positions.
Furthermore, we append ghost points to the generated
mocap frame, by drawing random samples from a 3D Gaussian distribution with mean and standard deviation equal to
the median and standard deviation of the marker positions,
respectively. Moreover, to simulate marker occlusions we
take random samples from a uniform distribution representing the index of the markers and occlude selected markers
by replacing their value with zero. The number of added
ghost points and occlusions in each frame can also be subject to randomness.
At test time, to mimic broken trajectories of passive mocap systems, we randomly choose a trajectory and break it at
random timestamps. To break a trajectory we copy marker
values at the onset of the breakage and create a new trajectory whose previous values up-to -the breakage are zero and
the rest are replaced by the marker of interest. The original
marker trajectory after breakage is replaced by zeros.
Finally, at train and test times we randomly permute the
markers to create an unordered set of 3D mocap points. In
contrast to [14], the permutations are random and not limited to a specific set of permutations.
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Test
Train
B
B+C
B+G
B+C+G

B
Acc.
97.93
97.25
98.06
95.74

F1
97.37
96.31
97.19
94.44

B+C
Acc.
F1
83.55 81.11
97.21 96.05
96.14 94.03
95.56 93.91

B+G
Acc.
F1
86.54 85.97
95.37 95.29
97.87 97.65
95.73 95.22

B+C+G
Acc.
F1
73.95 71.93
93.79 92.77
95.27 93.62
95.50 94.44

Table 1: Per-frame labeling with synthetic noise model
evaluated on real mocap markers of HDM05 with added
noise. “B, C, G” respectively stand for Base, Occlusion, and
Ghost points. We report average accuracy and F1 scores.

vides tracklets of points, we assign the most frequent label
for a tracklet to all of the member points; we call this tracklet labeling. For detailed examples of using SOMA, including a general model to facilitate labeling the initial frame,
i.e. “label priming”, see Sup. Mat.

5. Experiments

Figure 4: Attention span for different markers on the body
in a canonical pose. The cube shows the marker of interest and color intensity depicts the average value of attention
across frames of 50 randomly selected sequences. Each column shows a different marker. At the first layer (top) we see
wider attention compared to the deepest layer (bottom).

4.5. Implementation Details
Loss. The total loss for training SOMA is formulated as,
L = cl LA + creg Lreg , where:
LA
Lreg
′

=

X
′
′
−1
Wi,j · Gi,j · log(Ai,j ), (6)
′
i,j Gi,j i,j

P

= ||ϕ||22 .

(7)
′

A is the augmented assignment matrix, and G is its
ground-truth version. W is a matrix to down-weight the influence of the over-represented class, i.e. the null label, by
the reciprocal of its occurrence frequency. Lreg is L2 regularization on the model parameters. For further architecture
details, please see the Sup. Mat..
Using SOMA. The automatic labeling pipeline starts
with a labeled mocap frame that can roughly resemble the
marker layout of the target dataset. If the dataset has significant variations in marker layout or many displaced or
removed markers, one labeled frame per each major variation is needed. We then train one model for the whole
dataset. After training with synthetic data produced for the
target marker layout, we apply SOMA on mocap sequences
in a per-frame mode; i.e. each frame is processed independently. On a GPU, auto-labeling runs at 52 ± 12Hz in
non-batched mode and, for a batch of 30 frames runtime
is 1500 ± 400Hz. In cases where the mocap hardware pro-

Evaluation Datasets. We evaluate SOMA quantitatively
on various mocap datasets with real marker data and synthetic noise; namely: BMLrub [50], BMLmovi [15], and
KIT [29]. The individual datasets offer various maker layouts with different marker density, subject shape variation,
body pose, and recording systems. We take original marker
data from their respective public access points and further
corrupt the data with controlled noise, namely marker occlusion, ghost points, and per-frame random shuffling (Sec.
4.4). For per-frame experiments, broken trajectory noise is
not used. We also collect a new “SOMA dataset”, which we
use for direct comparison with Vicon.
To avoid overfitting hyper-parameters to test datasets,
we utilize a separate dataset for model selection and validation experiments; namely HDM05 [32], containing 215
sequences, across 4 subjects, on average using 40 markers.
Evaluation Metrics. Primarily, we report mean and
standard deviation of per-frame accuracy and F1 score in
percentages. Accuracy is the proportion of correctly predicted labels over all labels, and F1 score is regarded as the
harmonic-average of the precision and recall:
  \label {eqn:f1_score} \text {F1} = 2 \times \frac {\text {precision} \times \text {recall}}{\text {precision} + \text {recall}}, 

(8)

where recall is the proportion of correct predicted labels
over actual labels and precision is regarded as the proportion of actual correct labels over predicted labels. The final
F1 score for a mocap sequence is the average of the perframe F1 scores.

5.1. Effectiveness of the MoCap Noise Generation
Here we train and test SOMA with various amounts of
synthetic noise. The training data is synthetically produced
for the layout of HDM05 as described in Sec. 4.4. We
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Method
Holzreiter et al. [20]
Maycock et al. [31]
Ghorbani et al. [14]
SOMA-Real
SOMA-Synthetic
SOMA*

0
88.16
83.19
97.11
99.08
99.16
98.38

Number of Exact Per-Frame Occlusions
1
2
3
4
5
79.00 72.42 67.16 61.13 52.10
79.35 76.44 74.91 71.17 65.83
96.56 96.13 95.87 95.75 94.90
98.97 98.85 98.68 98.48 98.22
98.92 98.54 98.17 97.61 97.07
98.28 98.17 98.03 97.86 97.66

5+G
—
—
—
98.29
95.13
97.56

Table 2: Comparing SOMA with prior work on the same
data. We train SOMA in three different ways: once with
real data; once with synthetic markers placed on bodies of
the same motions obtained from AMASS; and ultimately
once with the data produced in Sec. 4.4, designated with *.
Refer to Sup. Mat. for standard deviations.
test on original markers of HDM05 corrupted with synthetic noise. B stands for no noise, B+C for up-to 5 markers occluded per-frame, B+G for up-to 3 ghost points perframe, and B+C+G for the full treatment of the occlusion
and ghost point noise. Table 1 shows different training and
testing scenarios. In general, matching the model training
noise to the true noise produces the best results but training with the full noise model (B+C+G) gives competitive
performance and is a good choice when the noise level is
unknown. Training with more noise improves robustness.

5.2. Comparison with Previous Work
We compare SOMA to prior work in Tab. 2 under the
same conditions. Specifically, we use train and test data
splits of the BMLrub dataset explained by [14]. The test
happens on real markers with synthetic noise. We train
SOMA once with real marker data and once by synthetic
markers produced by motions of the same split. Additionally, we train SOMA with the full synthetic data outlined in
Sec. 4.4. The performance of other competing methods is
as reported by [14]. All versions of SOMA outperform previous methods. The model (SOMA*) trained with synthetic
markers and varied training poses from AMASS is competitive with the models trained on limited real data or synthetic
marker data with dataset-specific motions. This is likely due
to the rich variation in our noise generation pipeline. In contrast to prior work, SOMA is robust to increasing occlusion
and can process ghost points without extra heuristics; i.e.
last column in Tab. 2.

5.3. Performance Robustness
Performance on Various MoCap Datasets could vary
due to variations in the marker density, mocap quality, subject shape and motions. To assess such cases we take three
full scale mocap datasets and corrupt the markers with synthetic noise including up to 50 broken trajectories that best
mimic the situation with a realistic unlabeled mocap scenario. Additionally we evaluate tracklet labeling explained
in Sec. 4.5. Table 3 shows consistent high performance of
SOMA across the datasets. When tracklets are available,

as they often are, tracklet labeling improves performance
across the board.
Performance on Subsets or Supersets of a Specific
Marker Layout could vary since this introduces “structured” noise. A superset marker layout is the set of all labels
in a dataset, which may combine multiple marker layouts.
A base model trained on a superset marker layout and tested
on subsets would be subject to structured occlusions, while
a model trained on subset and tested on the superset base
mocap would see structured ghost points. These situations
commonly happen across a dataset when trial coordinators
improvise on the planned marker layout for a special take
with additional or fewer markers. Alternatively, markers often fall off during the trial. To quantitatively determine the
range of performance variance we take the marker layout
of the validation dataset, HDM05, and omit markers in progressive steps; Tab. 4. The model, trained on subset layout
and tested on base markers (superset), shows greater deterioration in performance than the base model trained on the
superset and tested on reduced marker sets.

5.4. Ablation Studies
Table 5 shows effect of various components in the final
performance of SOMA on the validation dataset, HDM05.
The self-attention layers and the novel random marker
placement noise play the most significant role in overall
performance of the model. The optimal transport layer
marginally improves accuracy of the model compared to the
Log-Softmax normalization.

5.5. Application
Comparison with a Commercial Tool. To compare directly with Vicon’s Shōgun auto-labeling tool, we record a
new “SOMA” mocap dataset with 2 subjects, performing 11
motion types, including dance, clap, kick, etc., using a Vicon system with 54 infrared “Vantage 16” [27] cameras operating at 120 Hz. In total, we record 69 motions and intentionally use a marker layout preferred by Vicon. We manually label this dataset and treat these labels as ground truth.
We process the reconstructed mocap point cloud data with
both SOMA (using tracklet labeling) and with Shōgun. The
results in Tab. 6 show that SOMA achieves sub-millimeter
accuracy and similar performance compared with the propriety tool while not requiring subject calibration data. In
Sup. Mat. we present further details of this dataset.
Processing Real MoCap Datasets with different capture technologies and unknown subject calibration is presented in Tab. 7. For each dataset, SOMA is trained on the
marker superset using only synthetic data. SOMA effectively enables running MoSh on mocap point cloud data to
extract realistic bodies. The results are not perfect and we
manually remove sequences that do not pass a subjective
quality bar (see Sup. Mat. for examples). Table 7 indicates
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Datasets
BMLrub [50]
KIT[29]
BMLmovi[15]

Per-Frame
F1
Acc.
98.15 ± 2.78 97.75 ± 3.23
94.97 ± 2.42 95.51 ± 2.65
95.90 ± 4.65 95.12 ± 5.26

Tracklet
F1
Acc.
98.77 ± 1.58 98.65 ± 1.89
95.46 ± 1.87 97.10 ± 2.00
97.33 ± 2.29 96.87 ± 2.60

#
Markers
41
53
67

#
Motions
3013
3884
1863

#
Frames
3757725
3504524
1255447

#
Subjects
111
48
89

Table 3: Performance of SOMA on real marker data of various datasets with large variation in number of subjects, body pose,
markers, and hardware specifics. We corrupt the real marker data with additional noise, and forget the labels, turning it into
a raw MPC before passing through SOMA pipeline.
# Markers
Removed
Base Model
Base MoCap

3
Acc.
95.35 ± 6.52
91.78 ± 10.13

5
F1
94.40 ± 7.37
90.68 ± 10.90

Acc.
94.08 ± 7.04
90.73 ± 9.38

6
F1
91.75 ± 8.32
90.12 ± 9.96

Acc.
93.41 ± 7.84
91.89 ± 8.97

12
F1
90.73 ± 9.33
91.00 ± 9.71

Acc.
88.25 ± 14.04
87.46 ± 10.77

F1
8.80 ± 16.07
86.78 ± 12.00

Table 4: Robustness to variations in marker layout. First row: A base model is trained with full marker layout (superset) and
tested per-frame on real markers from the validation set (HDM05) with omitted markers (subset). Second row: One model is
trained per varied layout (subset) and tested on base mocap markers (superset).
Version
Base
- AMASS Noise Model
- CAESAR bodies
- Log-Softmax Instead of Sinkhorn
- Random Marker Placement
- Transformer

Accuracy
95.50 ± 5.33
94.73± 5.52
95.21 ± 6.83
91.51 ± 10.69
89.41 ± 8.06
11.36 ± 6.54

F1
94.66 ± 6.03
93.73 ± 6.25
94.31 ± 7.57
90.10 ± 11.47
87.78 ± 8.85
7.54 ± 6.22

Table 5: Ablation study of SOMA components on the
HDM05 dataset. The numbers reflect the contribution
of each component in overall per-frame performance of
SOMA. We take the full base model and remove one component at a time.
Shōgun
SOMA

mean
V 2Vmm
0.00 ± 0.11
0.08 ± 2.09

median
V 2Vmm
0.00
0.00

Acc.
100.0 ± 0.00
99.94 ± 0.47

F1
100.0 ± 0.00
99.92 ± 0.64

Table 6: SOMA vs Shōgun. On a manually labeled dataset
with passive markers, we compare SOMA against a commercial tool for labeling performance and surface reconstruction.

CMU-II [11]
DanceDB [4]
Mixamo [10]
SOMA
Total

Type

# Points

# Subjects

Minutes

Success Ratio

P
A
A
P

40-255
38
38-96
53-140

41
20
29
2

116.30
203.38
195.37
18.27
533.32

80.0%
81.26%
78.31%
100.00%

Table 7: Processing uncleaned, unlabeled mocap datasets
with SOMA. Input to the pipeline are mocap sequences with
possibly varying number of points; SOMA labels the points
as markers and afterwards MoSh is applied on the data to
solve for the body surface. P and A stand for passive and
active marker systems respectively.
the percentage of successful minutes of mocap. Failures are
typically due to poor mocap quality. Note that the SOMA
dataset is very high quality with many cameras and, here,
the success rate is 100%. For sample renders refer to the
accompanying video.

6. Conclusion
SOMA addresses the problem of robustly labeling of raw
mocap point cloud sequences of human bodies in motion,
subject to noise and variations across subjects, motions,
marker placement, marker density, mocap quality, and capture technology. SOMA solves this problem using several
innovations including a novel self-attention mechanism and
a matching component that deals with outliers and missing
data. We train SOMA end-to-end on synthetic data using
several techniques to add realistic noise that enable generalization to real data. We extensively validate the performance of SOMA showing that it is more accurate than previous research methods and comparable in accuracy to a
commercial system while being significantly more flexible.
SOMA is also freely available for research purposes.
Limitations and Future Work. SOMA performs perframe MPC labeling and, hence, does not exploit temporal
information. A temporal model could potentially improve
accuracy. As with any learning-based method, SOMA may
be limited in generalizing to new motions outside the training data. Using AMASS, however, the variability of the
training data is large and we did not observe problems with
generalization. By exploiting the full SMPL-X body model
in synthetic data generation pipeline we plan to extend the
method to label hand and face markers. Relying on feedforward components, SOMA is extremely fast and coupled
with a suitable mocap solver could potentially recover bodies in real-time from mocap point clouds.
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